**Recap Exercises – 2nd grade**

Nome: _____________________________ Matrícula: ________ Carteira: ________ Turma: _______

---

**Tomorrow’s World**

What will the new must-have gadget be?

Everyone will have an all-in-one machine that has a cell phone, camera, DVD-player, TV and computer. You will not have to pay to use it, but it will send you advertisements. It will have a tag to record what you like – which restaurants you go to, which new papers you buy etc. – and to tell you when you’re near a restaurant you like or where to find something in the supermarket. Will there be new ways to communicate? Phones will have translators. You’ll be able to call someone in Japan and speak in English and they will hear you in Japanese – and vice versa.

1. Circle the only correct letter according to the text.

   “…must-have gadget…” in line 1 means:
   a) an indispensable thing
   b) an obligation
   c) fashionable
   d) next fad
   e) school needs

2. What will the gadget do for us in relation to language? Circle the only correct letter.

   a) It’ll have a DVD player.
   b) It’ll translate call messages into other languages.
   c) It’ll pay our bills.
   d) It’ll not have any costs.
   e) It’ll find our favorite restaurant.

3. Circle the only correct letter according to the text.

   It’s correct to say that the pronouns “it” in the sentence “You’ll not have to pay to use it, but it will send you advertisements” refer to:
   a) the machine
   b) the computer
   c) the cell phone
   d) the camera
   e) the DVD player

---

**PLAY BALL!**

It is hard to believe that a game as fast and exciting as soccer had its origin in a religious ceremony several thousand years ago in Egypt. At that time, the contest was between teams of pretty girls who had first taken part in a beauty contest and parade. After putting on an armor, they divided into teams and fought with sticks over a round stone. The stone is believed to have represented the sun, or possibly the head of the goddess of agriculture, and this use of the round stone is thought to be the origin of all ball games.

The custom of teams competing for control of a round object, or ball, first spread across North Africa, the Arabic countries, and Persia. Over the years, it also spread to the whole world, and probably the most popular team sports today are soccer, baseball, and basketball.

Perhaps sports, like music, could be called an international language. Certainly they have done much to bring people from different countries together and to improve understanding among them. Through friendly competition, players and spectators alike have learned that people everywhere are very much the same, and that everyone appreciates good sportsmanship and fair play.

From: *Let’s Learn English*
American Book Company. New York. (Adapted)
4. Circle T for TRUE or F for FALSE according to the text:
   a) T  F  Egyptian men worked hard to invent soccer.
   b) T  F  Soccer players have a ritual of touching and hugging each other after a goal.
   c) T  F  It is difficult to accept the idea that soccer originated in a religious ceremony.
   d) T  F  The players and the spectators enjoyed the game and decided to speak an international language.
   e) T  F  A round stone was used by the Egyptian girls during the contest.

5. Circle T for TRUE or F for FALSE to the questions below that can be answered according to the information contained in the text:
   a) T  F  Which are possibly the most popular team sports nowadays?
   b) T  F  How many girls were there on each soccer team?
   c) T  F  Where were the first ball games played?
   d) T  F  Who used sticks to compete for a round stone in Egypt?
   e) T  F  What kind of music was appreciated by the Egyptians?

6. Complete the sentences with the right Conditional tense:
   a) I ___________________________ (study) more if I had the time.
   b) He would be angry if he ________________________ (know) about what happened.
   c) Toby will learn his lesson if he _______________ __________ (pay) attention.
   d) If you ________________________ (speak) to me, I’d have stopped and talked to you.
   e) If they _____________________ (be) taller, they’d play basketball.

7. Circle the only correct letter according to the Future.
   a) My girlfriend _______ me on TV tonight.
      a) will see b) is going see c) sees
   b) Maybe I _______ at a Japanese restaurant on the weekend.
      a) am going to eat b) will eat c) am eat
   c) I _______ a very rich man when I grow up.
      a) am b) am going to c) will be
   d) Susan and Peter _______ travel to Miami in July. They bought the tickets last week.
      a) are going to b) are going c) is going to

8. Circle T for TRUE or F for FALSE according to the use of the Simple Past Tense (did) or the Past Perfect Tense (had done).
   a) T  F  They had done nothing before they met me.
   b) T  F  I had written many love letters in my life when I had been young.
   c) T  F  I got dressed after I’d washed myself.
   d) T  F  When I arrived at the airport, the plane leaves. I missed it.
   e) T  F  We had reserved two tables for the jazz concert before dad phoned us. He loved the idea!